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ASUS C3 webcam 1920 x 1080 pixels USB 2.0 Black

Brand : ASUS Product code: 90YH0340-B2UA00

Product name : Webcam C3

- Sharp FHD (1920 x 1080) video output at a smooth 30 fps
- Effectively reduces environmental noise for crystal-clear video calls, even while gaming
- 90° tilt‑adjustable clip fits a variety of laptop screens and desktop monitors, and 360° rotation
mechanism enables flexible camera angles
- Compatible with popular applications such as Skype, Microsoft® Teams and Zoom
- Wide field of view – perfect for conferences, telecommuting, or chats with two or more parties sitting
side-by-side
Webcam C3, FHD (1920 x 1080), 30 FPS, USB 2.0
ASUS Webcam C3. Maximum video resolution: 1920 x 1080 pixels, Camera HD type: Full HD, Maximum
frame rate: 30 fps. Interface: USB 2.0, Product colour: Black, Mounting type: Clip

Performance

Maximum video resolution * 1920 x 1080 pixels
Maximum frame rate 30 fps
Camera HD type * Full HD

Design

Built-in microphone *
Interface * USB 2.0

Design

Product colour * Black
Mounting type * Clip
Built-in flash *

Packaging data

Quantity 1

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 85258900
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